52CurveLeicester Curve
#FFs for Let's Get Real
conference #C24LGR @Culture24@storythings @jamesinealing @janefinnis @emmcle
an@AnraKennedy @cogapp @NorwichHEART
1 hour ago Favorite Retweet Reply

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
In @mcrartgallery finally reading (rather mangled hard copy frm #c24lgr) of 'How to
Evaluate Online Success?' download:bit.ly/qBnp4U
2 hours ago

51janetcarding Janet Carding
MT @tumshie: Summary from this week's important Let's Get Real #c24lgr conference
on evaluating social media in culturebit.ly/qf31n5
2 hours ago

46workshoptalk Workshop Talk
RT @janefinnis RT @sebchan: Awesome post RT @tumshie: My end of day summary
from #c24lgr conference turned into ...bit.ly/rg95mf
4 hours ago

41NorwichHEART Norwich HEART
Back from #C24LGR in Bristol. Hugely enlightening and great to be surrounded by such
ambitious and inspiring people. Thank you@Culture24
5 hours ago

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Hear hear! MT @jamesinealing Wow, congrats to @matthewcock & team!
RT @PooleMuseum: Wonderful new @BritishMuseum site: bit.ly/4ADM9 #C24LGR
14 hours ago

46jamesinealing James Morley
Wow, congrats to @matthewcock and team! RT @PooleMuseum: Wonderful
new @BritishMuseum site (& logo!) are launched: bit.ly/4ADM9 #C24LGR

14 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
I'm liking it. Simple elegance. RT @PooleMuseum: Wonderful new@BritishMuseum site
(& logo!) are launched: bit.ly/4ADM9 #C24LGR
14 hours ago

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Wonderful new @BritishMuseum site (& logo!) are launched: bit.ly/4ADM9 #C24LGR
15 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
@

@jamesinealing I didn't have the heart to say it was from the other account. :) #C24LGR
15 hours ago

46jamesinealing James Morley
Welcome to new followers from #C24LGR. Also see my personal bit of culture
online @PhotosOfThePast (and rather more active on Twitter)
15 hours ago

63sebchan sebchan
Awesome post RT @tumshie: My end of day summary from #c24lgrconference turned
into a handy cut-out-and-keep blog postbit.ly/qf31n5
15 hours ago

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
& you!
MT @MarDixon @jamesinealing @PooleMuseum@OonaghTweets @mia_out @danny
birchall @claire_w@emmclean Lovely meetng agn ystdy #c24lgr
15 hours ago

46jamesinealing James Morley

Visit #C24LGR and feel the lurvvvvv :)
16 hours ago

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
No!!! MT @jamesinealing: so the most erudite thing I said was about the quality
of #c24lgr venue - that's another fail ;) http://sfy.co/Hfl
16 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
@

@rl_clements Thanks! Glad they've been useful. Was lovely meeting you too! #c24lgr
16 hours ago

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@MarDixon Great to meet you at #c24lgr Loving your tweets!
16 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
@

@AnraKennedy It was a great conference. Will say Hi next time :)#C24LGR
16 hours ago

28AnraKennedy Anra Kennedy
@

@MarDixon thank you - & for the tweets & support yesterday too. Apologies I didn't get
to say hi, it whizzed by so fast. Next time! #C24LGR
16 hours ago

45rosieclarke Rosie Clarke
Good to meet @OliverHumpage at #c24lgr, famed for this brilliant maths geek talk on
beautiful equation Euler's Identity is.gd/Mq2VUA
16 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
@jamesinealing @PooleMuseum @OonaghTweets @mia_out@dannybirchall @claire_
w @emmclean Was lovely meeting you all again yesterday #c24lgr
17 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
@

@mdoness Thank you! I've seen and am admiring @Katie3059 and@tumshie creative
blogs. #c24lgr
17 hours ago

50mdoness glynis powell
@

@MarDixon @Katie3059 has done an excellent storify ..comment and resources
including you http://sfy.co/Hfl #c24lgr
17 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
Really enjoyed Culture24 Let's Get Real conference yesterday. Am trying to formulate
thoughts into blog now. #c24lgr
17 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar
@

@Katie3059 Thanks Katie! I'm working on a blog post - is it ok if I use your link? #c24lgr
18 hours ago

36cmwilson6 Christopher Wilson
It appears I have gained some inspirational & motivational new followers from #C24LGR.
Pleasure to have possibly met you all.
19 hours ago

72MarDixon Mar

Great meeting you too (& seeing your website) RT @claire_w: Hello@MarDixon - great
to meet you briefly at #c24lgr
19 hours ago

50mdoness glynis powell
you really are a star! just how Storify should work RT @Katie3059: I've captured my
thoughts #c24lgr on Storify http://sfy.co/Hfl
19 hours ago

21claire_w claire welsby
Hello @MarDixon - great to meet you briefly at #c24lgr
20 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Nice! > RT @tumshie My end of day summary from yesterday's #c24lgr conference
turned into a handy cut-out-and-keep blog post bit.ly/qf31n5
20 hours ago

37rdmond Sean Redmond
MT @tumshie: My end of day summary from #c24lgr conference turned into a handy
cut-out-and-keep blog post bit.ly/qf31n5 #nyuisva
20 hours ago

29lulawebgirl lulawebgirl
Great to meet (and grill!) @tumshie & @dafjames at #c24lgr. Thanks for your insights,
hopefully @livmuseums will be part of the next report!
20 hours ago

41tumshie Hugh Wallace
My end of day summary from yesterday's #c24lgr conference turned into a handy cutout-and-keep blog post bit.ly/qf31n5
20 hours ago

44marthasadie Martha Henson
Some thoughts on yesterday's #c24lgr conference from @katie3059http://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@emmclean I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify and quoted your tweets
from the day http://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
My take on @culture24's Let's Get Real conference in Bristol
yesterday storify.com/katie3059/cult… #c24lgr
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@sniffles @John_Prebble I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify and quoted
your tweets from the day http://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@lemondesign @margelicious I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgron Storify and
quoted your tweets from the day http://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@MikeHyde @marthasadie @dafjames I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify
and quoted your tweets from the dayhttp://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@OonaghTweets @rl_clements I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify and
quoted your tweets from the dayhttp://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@zen_oae @mdoness @JennyWyvern I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify
and quoted your tweets from the dayhttp://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@mia_out @MarDixon @cwiberg I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify and
quoted your tweets from the dayhttp://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@jamesinealing @PooleMuseum I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify and
quoted your tweets from the dayhttp://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@Culture24 @audiencessw @sian_wj I've captured my thoughts on#c24lgr on Storify
and quoted your tweets from the dayhttp://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@socialBedia @dannybirchall I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgron Storify and
quoted your tweets from the day http://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@ChrisUnitt @janefinnis I've captured my thoughts on #c24lgr on Storify and quoted
your tweets from the day http://sfy.co/Hfl
21 hours ago

38margelicious Marge Ainsley

@

@zen_oae the @amadigital day I mentioned to you at #c24lgr is actually at Sadler's
Wells (got venues muddled!) detail:bit.ly/pM2oPa
21 hours ago

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
@

@lsutherland definitely, interesting stuff from #c24lgr conference this week to share,
around tomorrow but busy...next time defo
22 hours ago

22archimuse archimuse
RT @dannybirchall: The takehome from #c24lgr I'm still pondering is c/o @mia_out: We
mustn't let gamification ruin the magic circle.
23 hours ago

42audiencessw Audiences South West
After yesterdays #C24LGR conference we're planning a guest blogger to discuss online
engagement with audiences in the cultural sector.
22 Sep

51janetcarding Janet Carding
RT @ChrisUnitt: The @culture24 report 'How to measure online success' is essential
reading chrisunitt.co.uk/2011/09/cultur… #C24LGR
22 Sep

51Culture24 Culture24
Nice blog post about our #C24LGR conference and our report, how to evaluate online
success - bit.ly/pvOB3t
22 Sep

29ACE_dance_music ACEdanceandmusic
@

@ChrisUnitt @culture24you are right, this is v intersting,
thaaankschrisunitt.co.uk/2011/09/cultur… #C24LGR

22 Sep

26rlooseley Rhiannon Looseley
Dentist appointment (filling) today in middle of day = working from home and taking time
to reflect on #c24lgr - a rare luxury to have time!
22 Sep

42audiencessw Audiences South West
Inspirational day @Culture24 conf yesterday. The main things that stick in mind today
are - have 1 engagement strat' & data is ammo #C24LGR
22 Sep

48ChrisUnitt Chris Unitt
The @culture24 report 'How to measure online success' is essential
reading chrisunitt.co.uk/2011/09/cultur… #C24LGR
22 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
@

@rosieclarke You too Rosie! Hope you had a safe journey back.#c24lgr
22 Sep

45rosieclarke Rosie Clarke
Thank you - lovely to finally meet you! RT @MarDixon Well done
to@janefinnis @rosieclarke & @Culture24 for fab conference #c24lgr
22 Sep

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
Gonna set time aside today to review #c24lgr. Thnx@culture24/@watershed + DP for
graff tour. Good 2 meet@mikehyde, @socialbedia, @zen_oae
22 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde

Reflecting on #c24lgr: thin on practical tips, but I came away incredibly reenergised
about the digital world, and met some ace people.
22 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
Home now from #c24lgr Lots of great learning - lots of great conversations!
Thanks @wshed @Culture24
22 Sep

36KateHG4 Kate Haley Goldman
RT @dannybirchall: The takehome from #c24lgr I'm still pondering is c/o @mia_out: We
mustn't let gamification ruin the magic circle.
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
@

@SumoJim @amyldale @intermezzoarts @audiostew@shonamac78 you were all
missed @ #c24lgr how long until barcelona? ;-)
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
#c24lgr: getting real: wp.me/pGHxq-eK #digital #artsmarketingwp.me/pGHxq-eK
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
The takehome from #c24lgr I'm still pondering is c/o @mia_out: We mustn't let
gamification ruin the magic circle.
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
#c24lgr getting VERY real with first train missed and next cancelled. Thank goodness for
left over chocolates and g&t
21 Sep

35CJF2 Curtis Fulcher
@

@nicholas90 funny you should tweet that we had a guy talk about Google plus
at #c24lgr conference today...not sold by it yet
21 Sep

46jamesinealing James Morley
@wshed was a great venue for #c24lgr and the team were excellent hosts. Thank you.
Will have to visit bristol again soon. cc@Culture24
21 Sep

25JanMcQuill Jan McQuillan
On the final leg of my journey back from Bristol for @Culture24conference #c24lgr Great
discussion on digital metrics, thanks all!
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
Have some beautifully printed reports to share, good ideas and experiences to consider
and some good contacts. Thanks@Culture24 for #C24LGR
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
@

Great
meeting @pgreenhalgh @emmclean @margelicious@zakmensah @thewidget @MikeH
yde @zen_oae #c24lgr
21 Sep

36digitallison Allison Fan
Thanks again to @culture24. Taking away valuable learnings and new
connections #c24lgr
21 Sep

15ggmissy Gillian Garratt
Nothing like a brisk walk to the station to round off a great time at #c24lgr. head buzzing
with ideas . thanks @Culture24 and@wshed.
21 Sep

42TheWidget Carolyn Jones (Cj)
Bye bye to all the lovelies at #C24LGR. Safe home! Thanks
to@Culture24 and @wshed for a great time and lots of knowledge. Keep in touch!!
21 Sep

29fauxtoegrafik Kevin Bacon
Great work @culture24 and @wshd for #c24lgr. Head now fizzing... but productively so.
21 Sep

39emmclean Emma McLean
On the train back home, thanks to @culture24 and @wshed for a great
conference. #c24lgr
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Bravo! RT @MarDixon normal tweeting services resume. Well done
to @janefinnis @rosieclarke & @Culture24 for fab conference #c24lgr
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Really enjoyed #C24LGR - though for a digital event I don't recall the use of the e word...
Email - or have we all got that right?
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
And normal tweeting services resume but have to say Well done
to@janefinnis @rosieclarke & @Culture24 for fab conference #c24lgr
21 Sep

39LillyTea Elizabeth S
I've enjoyed attending the #c24lgr conference over the past couple of days. A lot to think
about and take back to work.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Excellent conference now concluded! Thanks to all @Culure24 #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@tumshie enjoyed your failing forward session today at #c24lgr - interesting insights :)
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
#c24lgr "make posters for ideas that haven't happened yet" lovely idea.
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr from people willing to try guerrilla user testing to the importance of pathways to
surprise, via failing forward, trust, flexibility
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
@

@dish_2011 Going to be taking about let get real report at DISH conference this
December. #C24LGR
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
RT @Katie3059 Observation maybe sector too hard on itself? You have great brands &
this stuff is hard in any sector #c24lgr
21 Sep

34dish_2011 dish_2011
#c24lgr: @janefinnis is in the advisoral board for the conference on Digital Strategies for
Heritage : dish2011.nl (December 2011)
21 Sep

52CourtyardArts The Courtyard
Learnt lots today to bring back to @CourtyardArts from #c24lgrfollow @Matlock for
some inspirational tweets (@curtiscourtyard)
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
5 Google-sponsored Analytics workshops for 1 strategist & 1 web person from each
organisation: register now on @Culture24 website#C24LGR
21 Sep

22UXfiz Fiz Yazdi
Thanks to all the people #C24LGR who submitted websites to the crit room. Do get in
touch ;)
21 Sep

44marthasadie Martha Henson
Lots of interesting games chat at our talk table #c24lgr, come continue discussion at the
museum games wikimuseumgames.pbworks.com
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
I think I booked the wrong train, am in Bristol until 8:30 if it's not a 'use anytime' ticket,
anyone else still around then? #c24lgr
21 Sep

16theworldofhilly Hilary Jones
In case its useful to any tweeps: How to Evaluate Online Success
Report bit.ly/qbetPi #C24LGR
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Thanks! MT @SPLASHRICHMOND outdoor media bods measure metrics for posters.
New gizmo's look at age gender to display content approp. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr New website WeAreCulture24 is where all downloads are available.
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
We... Makes we and you... and is who 'we' is clear to start with? #C24LGR
21 Sep

40seas_it SEAS-IT
Good tip RT @MarDixon: Love it RT @zen_oae: #c24lgr James Kent google analytics "squint at your website to see what stands out the most"
21 Sep

32elenustika Elena Villaespesa
Great time with @rl_clements during the talk table.thanks for coming! Link to the
toolkit bit.ly/smpicknmix bit.ly/p0IwBK #c24lgr
21 Sep

25curtiscourtyard Curtis Fulcher
@

@rdholmes82 thought we might have seen you today at #c24lgr in Bristol ...
Nevermind #breakdancingbrighton here we come
21 Sep

25curtiscourtyard Curtis Fulcher
Learnt lots today to bring back to @CourtyardArts from #c24lgrfollow @Matlock for
some inspirational tweets #courtyard
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@elenustika and I had a great time running a Talk Table! Lots of great social media
chat. Thanks to all who stopped by... #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Can't afford to get stuck - important to move with the world around you.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
@

@MarDixon Ha ha! I had & have no control of it, sadly! #C24LGR
21 Sep

31n_o_r_a Nora
Thx @OonaghTweets -> I'm now following #c24lgr for tweets from the "Let's Get Real"
conference bit.ly/pyYQ7E
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Look at your website as an end user. Speaking over their head? Would it make
sense to average person? Step back and review.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr Advocacy again being mentioned. Metrics and numbers are important to help
back up your arguments. Ensure terminology/language good.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Use your users in your internal fights. Get feedback loop going. Doesn't have to
be expensive and v strong amo! Aim for simplicity.
21 Sep

16theworldofhilly Hilary Jones
Huge sparkly thanks to all those I talked/bored to death
at #c24lgrincluding @Culture24 's very own Nick, @cogapp Gavin and@Steve_cable
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
How to Evaluate Online Success Report bit.ly/qbetPi #C24LGR / Well done to all
involved #FB
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
@

@jamesinealing Not needed at train until 6:50 so yes pls #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr If you're using 'we' on your website make sure audience knows who 'we' are.
Don't Insult intelligence of audience w/ terminology
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
And just an observation from the outside, maybe sector too hard on itself? You have
great brands & this stuff is hard in any sector #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Adam Gee of Channel 4: Don't use "we" on you site, it says there's we and
you! #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
1st experience hearing perspectives on digital from #culture sector. Fascinating so many
themes shared w/ #charity & #public sectors #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
Wimp RT @PooleMuseum: Very interesting crits on 7 websites. Didn't offer ours for a
crit yet as it's in pre-pre-pre-Beta. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr The crit room has been fascinating - common issues that orgs/ company know
they are making but unsure how to break cycle. Can break!
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
The High Tea evaluation report inc distribution for games (over 3 million plays for a
museum game!) is atmuseumgames.pbworks.com/w/page/4461409… #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Very interesting crits on 7 websites. Didn't offer ours for a crit yet as it's in pre-pre-preBeta. #C24LGR
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter

Think about your online value proposition #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Goodbye #c24lgr and hello and thank you to the new followers who found me today. If
that's you, do say hello :)
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
Thinking about museum game design? Start with an interesting problem ('we need to
make a game for this project' doesn't count) #c24lgr
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Such obvious advice but so hard in practise! > RT @socialBediaBuild websites around
users rather than organisational structures #C24LGR
21 Sep

14cwiberg Charlotte Wiberg
#c24lgr very useful info on the social media pick & mix table on how to measure roi
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
One key lesson from games table at #c24lgr is the importance of distributing your games
outside your website - Wellcome cracked it High Tea
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Curveonline.co.uk now being reviewed. yfrog.com/kguf5ilj
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr Again - question asking Who is your target audience. Such an important
question that is often overlooked.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
Love it RT @zen_oae: #c24lgr James Kent google analytics -"squint at your website to
see what stands out the most"
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Events search one of the hardest things to get right... here, here #C24LGR
21 Sep

46jamesinealing James Morley
great idea! "@zen_oae: #c24lgr James Kent google analytics -"squint at your website to
see what stands out the most""
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Norwichheart up next #critroom
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @NortonPriory Beautiful articles but some basic adjustments needed to site.
21 Sep

41innova2 Conxa Rodà
never! RT @janefinnis the c word. Copyright. Don't let it stop us working
together #C24LGR
21 Sep

27zen_oae zen grisdale

#c24lgr James Kent google analytics -"squint at your website to see what stands out the
most"
21 Sep

29BelgradeRay Ray Clenshaw
@

@janefinnis Yes maybe. I think people would like to hear about specific tools that will
help them in a very practical way. #C24LGR
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
Very intelligent and insightful crit session
at #C24LGR with@SurrealThing @AnraKennedy and Fiz Yazdi
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
@

And missing @Niecieden #c24lgr :-)
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
Missing @LSpurdle @IntermezzoArts & @kelvingtonArts from #c24lgr
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
Thanks for failing succeeding sharing & being
fab @emmclean@matthewcock @mia_out @jamesinealing @designmuseum@tumshie
@wshed #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr speaking of museum games
wikimuseumgames.pbworks.com/w/page/3886323… reminds me - any interest in survey
on current prices for bespoke/skinned games?
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr first mention of gamification at the museum games talk table - pointed people
tomuseumgames.pbworks.com/w/page/3886323… andslideshare.net/dings/presenta…
21 Sep

45rosieclarke Rosie Clarke
I'm Talk Tables Timekeeper, a cross between town crier & boxing ring girl. Every 10
minutes I stride through #c24lgr ringing a bicycle bell.
21 Sep

33Niecieden Denise Drake
Wish I was there #c24lgr Hello!
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Make website more engaging without over broadcasting. Lend itself to
engagement if possible.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Crit room -make your website to help remind repeat audience. Don't try to
please everyone on homepage - too much can be overwhelming
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Build websites around users rather than organisational structures #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr Claire from @kewgardens website now being critiqued in the Crit
Room. yfrog.com/h3phxpij
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis said I can't take good photos #justsaying xyfrog.com/ki1gvsdj
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
@

@sebchan so sorry you are not here but your work is! #C24LGR will save you some
sweets!
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
@John_Prebble: Dick Penny, CEO Watershed on investment - today's infrastructure is
clicks and bricks. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Table talks social media pick n mix yfrog.com/khfdhtzj
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Fragmenting brands online, means your organisation might not be using it's Google juice
to it's full potential #C24LGR
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Fiz Yazdi of cxpartners: Guerilla testing: be in galleries with laptop & get visitors to
access your site & talk you thru experience #C24LGR
21 Sep

22archimuse archimuse
RT @janefinnis: Hot off the press 'How to Evaluate Online Success?' Report, findings &
recommendations bit.ly/qbetPi #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Hard at work :-) yfrog.com/nwboblrj
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
#c24lgr Very animated conversations at the #C24LGR talk
tablesyfrog.com/kh42155504j yfrog.com/h3gtzwqpj
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Lots if great conversations at Table Talksyfrog.com/kk4i1wsj
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@cogapp's Gavin Mallory talking UX with delegates at #c24lgrhttp://img.ly/8CxZ
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Crit room session: 7 websites submitted by delegates, starting with collections online,
starting with Ashmolean. #C24LGR
21 Sep

27John_Prebble John Prebble
Thanks to Ashmolean and all for putting themselves and their sites forward for crit room
at #c24lgr
21 Sep

46jamesinealing James Morley
Anyone at #c24lgr on a later train/plane and fancies a bite to eat after we finish?
21 Sep

42Audienceslondon Audiences London
Loving the tweets from #C24LGR & looking forward to full report from our Head of Client
Services, Penny - if you're there too say hi to her!
21 Sep

29BelgradeRay Ray Clenshaw
Sounds like the social media pick 'n' mix talk table would've been a useful main
session #C24LGR
21 Sep

49SE_Mark SocialEnterpriseMark
RT @wshed: Ooh so there's a hashtag for the @Culture24conference - #C24LGR follow it to hear how arts orgs can evaluate success online
21 Sep

34steve_cable Steve Cable
If you want to talk about the usability of your site, ux methodology or user testing
techniques, come an see me at my talk table #C24LGR
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
Talk table time! Come and find out more about @stichtinden, businessmodels, mobile
apps and more at my table! #c24lgr
21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
Given the topic of #c24lgr is failing forward, I enjoyed the graffiti
(fail)whale... twitpic.com/6o98qh

21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
Amazing street that's been officially taken over by graffiti artists...thanks to Dick for the
tour... #c24lgr twitpic.com/6o984o
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
#C24LGR Afternoon session starts with two sessions you can move between as you
wish, with a rolling tea & coffee break: sounds interesting!
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Conference starting again. Strategy and tactics via@janefinnis
21 Sep

14cwiberg Charlotte Wiberg
Brilliant conference #C24LGR interesting speakers. Excellent food!
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
#C24LGR go and see the graffiti if you get a chance!yfrog.com/khesudoj
21 Sep

40LSpurdle Linda Spurdle
A pity I couldn't make #c24lgr but really appreciate all the tweets coming from people
who are there - a very tweet happy conference! :)
21 Sep

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
Trying to track down @hepworthgallery team over lunch at #c24lgr...
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
You're always in beta at best. Lesson for life? #C24LGR
21 Sep

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
@

@chris_norton some stuff you might like to catch up on here at #c24lgr !
21 Sep

29BelgradeRay Ray Clenshaw
Have to say the catering at @wshed for #C24LGR has been fantastic - and that's
coming from a diabetic vegetarian.
21 Sep

45MoystenGorjus Moysten Gorjus
RT @MarDixon: #c24lgr @tomux If you aim for the moon and only get half way that is
still impressive>> but then you're stuck in a vacuum
21 Sep

63sebchan sebchan
Sounds like #C24LGR is generating some great discussion and insights.
21 Sep

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
On graffiti tour! #c24lgr yfrog.com/mep6ekj
21 Sep

30kerennicol Keren Nicol
Interesting tweets today from #SMWGlasgow and #C24LGR Lots of book marking going
on for absorbing in a quiet moment
21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
Off on a magical mystery tour with Dick Penny to see some graffiti #c24lgr
21 Sep

35libshari Sharon E. Crossan
RT @MarDixon: #c24lgr Have engagement strategy not necessarily social media
strategy. <~ Like this!
21 Sep

61DesignMuseum Design Museum
@DesignMuseum Comms team on tour in Bristol, how to evaluate online
success @culture24, #C24LGR yfrog.com/mmbmfbj
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr really enjoyed the discussion from the floor in the 'Failing Forward' session thank you all, especially the speakers for sharing
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Traffic might go down but did ticket sales go up?
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Don't worry so much about traffic driven from social media but do capture what impact
you are having in social spaces. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr You need to be goal driven and recognise what metrics and stats work best for
your org.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Have engagement strategy not necessarily social media strategy. <~ Like this!
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Dick Penny from @wshed said it best today's structure 'Clicks and Bricks'
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Hugh Wallace: Lots of circular referrals within social media: cultural organisations should
ask where their content best sits #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr Brand site traffic vs engagement, attention with your content. Where does social
media fit in your engagement strategy?
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
#C24LGR tip from floor: read hitwise blog for free stats/insightsweblogs.hitwise.com/uk/
21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
Loving Dick Penny's outlook on digital...more CEO's like him please!#c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr Social media has a lot of traffic - sector needs to ask where their content merges
with the platform @Tumshie
21 Sep

50mannyc Manny Coulon
Catching up with #C24LGR. As usual, fab live tweeting of the discussions
from @MarDixon
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Panel talking about projected failures - mobile app seems to be a running
theme.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Linking success for failures - learning from issues. How long do we used
umbrella of ' trial' or 'new media' unknown?
21 Sep

27John_Prebble John Prebble
Dick Penny, CEO Watershed: investment needs to be in digital infrastructure - today's
infrastructure is clkicks and bricks. #c24lgr
21 Sep

38zakmensah Zak Mensah
#c24lgr we get lots of social media traffic to us... AND discussion.
21 Sep

36JennyWyvern Jenny
"We need to focus on clicks and bricks" Love that! #c24lgr
21 Sep

48clarered Clare Reddington
Finally got to #C24LGR @wshed: Read the @culture24 report - How to Evaluate Online
Success for the culture sector: bit.ly/qbetPi
21 Sep

42audiencessw Audiences South West
#c24lgr "you're always in beta at best" when working on innovative online
engagement @wshed Dick Penny
21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
Dick Perry @wshed "Infrastructure is both about clicks and bricks." brilliant. #C24LGR
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Dick Penny: We need more investment in infrastructure, which is clicks &
bricks! #C24LGR
21 Sep

52CurveLeicester Curve
Good Q&A at the Let's Get Real conference #C24LGR Lots to celebrate in
failures! yfrog.com/nx6m8pj
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
@BritishMuseum has a China-hosted website to generate tourist traffic: it means people
are much more likely to get to & use the site #C24LGR
21 Sep

36digitallison Allison Fan
Oops wrong id tag - Dick Penny @wshed always in beta at best. #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Failing Forward Case Studies panel yfrog.com/kev6axvj
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Dick Penny: @wshed was a great success but was too fragmented & needed to "chuck
it out to users" to find out what they wanted! #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr You're always in beta at best <~ so true! Need a working document but not
many get to end goal.
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
"Watershed new site. Year late. Lots still to do. By time we are done, the world will have
changed" so real. #C24LGR
21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
"I'm a cow" #c24lgr #privatejoke
21 Sep

39emmclean Emma McLean
"You're always in beta at best" - Dick Penney of @wshed talks about website
development. #c24lgr
21 Sep

36digitallison Allison Fan
Dick Penny @watershed Always in beta at best. #c24lgr

21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
"keep the user at the core of everything. They are your best friend" Dick
Penny @wshed #c24lgr
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#c24lgr watershed 'we do things with people not for people' <developing exciting content
through collaboration
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Dick Penny of @wshed: They got into web early & becoming fragmented quickly
decided to do things with people rather than for people #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @watershed Thought YouTube was going to out them out of business but it
didn't. They morphed with the time.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @watershed A Tale of digital engagement. Collaborator and connecting hub.
Great funny video (horse/cow who are we).
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Emma McLean: @foursquare still has potential for them & is used by visitors. #C24LGR
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter

We need to move from passive marketing campaigns to active marketing campaigns maybe even in offline? #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @NMMGreenwich 4square issue could be due to lack of advertisements.
21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
Emma McLean NMM: from passive awareness campaigns to active marketing
campaigns. ie.click/post/advocate and then we'll reward. #C24LGR
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Emma McLean: Nobody measures metrics of posters! We should move away from
passive to active marketing & get people engaged. #C24LGR
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
Great insights from Failing Forward case
studies! @emmclean@janefinnis @matthewcock, @tumshie, @jamesinealing and@des
ignmuseum #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Last few tweets were related to Emma McLean from@NMMGreenwich
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Need to empower people-get ppl to be more involved and reward their results.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr 4square lead to 0 visits/referrals. What did they learn? Poster campaign still
used but can't track metrics - why pressure for digi?
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Emma McLean of @NMMGreenwich: For new wing they utilised fourquare for a call to
action and go no engagement. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Metrics were really researched. Taking over certain sites, measuring specific
pages etc. Then used @4square that linked back to site
21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
Shame the Design Museum q&a wasn't archived-Storify would have been
perfect... #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr National Maritime museum. Two campaigns over summer geared to
contemporary. One exhibit free, one ticketed.yfrog.com/h4se6eirj
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr love that @designmuseum 's Failing Forward talk brought out themes from
keynotes: learning to be a digital org, power of live events
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
RT @socialBedia The @designmuseum should take a look@Storify for archiving Q and
A events #c24lgr > good advice. You beat me to it!

21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
Really nice case study of Twitter q&a at the Design Musuem, with an octogenarian
Dutch graphic designer-nice angle... #c24lgr
21 Sep

45tomux tom uglow
Having a fascinating time at #C24LGR :: How to Evaluate Online Success for the culture
sector: bit.ly/qbetPi @culture24 @janefinnis
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
The @designmuseum should take a look @Storify for archiving Q and A events #c24lgr
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
"If you use twitpic on site, make sure your colleagues are not on Facebook in the
background!" design museum #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @DesignMuseum Came up with live Q&A w/ artist doing a talk to help engage
with tweeters. yfrog.com/mg8ypqj
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
RT @JanMcQuill Every dept of Design Museum is responsible for digital output. Doesn't
just sit in comms. #c24lgr < so good to hear!
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service

Josephine Chanter: @DesignMuseum 400k Twitter followers; very international base but
not very engaged. So they did a Twitter Q&A. #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr loved @jamesinealing 's realistic approach: failure will happen, but if you monitor
for it, you can fix it quickly and reduce impact
21 Sep

44marthasadie Martha Henson
So incredibly useful hearing stories about failure of all sorts in web projects #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @DesignMuseum Creating a framework. Most international twitter following but
least engaged (stats from @Culture24)
21 Sep

23digiambassador DigitalAmbassadors
RT @charlesbeckett: 'Let's Get Real: How to Evaluate Success Online' - report
from @Culture24 - bit.ly/qTL3kN - #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Josephine Chanter of Design Museum: Don't have a digital strategy but a framework
that all departments work within. #C24LGR
21 Sep

25JanMcQuill Jan McQuillan
Every dept of Design Museum is responsible for digital output. Doesn't just sit in
comms. #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr YouTube mentioned they didn't use 404 to their advantages until
after. @jamesinealing showed they now put banner on page. Why not?
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
James Morely: Do think of your real users, not just Google. Don't focus on too much
detail. #C24LGR
21 Sep

44cogapp Cogapp
RT @Katie3059: #Charity sector meet #cultural sector. You have a lot in common! I'm
hearing lots of very familiar challenges. #c24lgr
21 Sep

39charlesbeckett charles beckett
'Let's Get Real: How to Evaluate Success Online' - report from@Culture24 bit.ly/qTL3kN - #c24lgr
21 Sep

33longbow_archer Johnny B
Oh no! The curse of hotel ibis breakfast hits #c24lgr gurgle not Google
21 Sep

57jennifuchs Jenni Fuchs
@

@PooleMuseum @tumshie I thought our Flickr pilot project was quite a success.
Lessons to be learned from the follow up one though. #C24LGR
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
"Do think of real users, not just Google" - @jamesinealing Good one!#c24lgr
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
Lesson: 404 errors only matter if you are NOT monitoring them. Well done to
Kew #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@jamesinealing from Kew demonstrating how using analytics insights can make a
difference #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
James Morley: Monitor your 404 error page. Their's was the 34th most popular page on
the Kew site (but only 0.3% of all traffic)! #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @jamesinealing Results: referrals were preserved, then rose. Lesson learnt
future plans: was worth it. Think about RL ppl.
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
Have you seen Kews 404error page? Apparently it is popular. Perils of URL
changes! #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
#Charity sector meet #cultural sector. You have a lot in common! I'm hearing lots of very
familiar challenges. #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr @jamesinealing Planning for failure: tracking 404 errors. 404 error is 30 or 35
most popular page on their website :-)
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
James Morley from Kew: In developing a new website they used metrics to monitor &
manage not doing any harm, e.g. preserving SEO #C24LGR
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Use intelligence to be intelligent #C24LGR
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@tumshie talks about utilising niche collections content that online audiences relate to.
Soo true but can be tricky to do well! #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @jamesinealing Preventing SEO damage and other issues when website was
moved. Planning for success - redirects, mapping, reporting.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @jamesinealing from @kewgardens Mentioned how I called him a nerd today
(he read report last night!) yfrog.com/hs7fqaatj
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
RT @mia_out #c24lgr @tumshie Doing social media before sociable as org like throwing
a party in town where you have no friends > love that!
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr it'd be great if we could stop seeing potential failure as a barrier to action and
start thinking about appropriate levels of risk
21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
RT @lemondesign: "Trying to run a social contest if ur not a social org is like having a
party in a city where uve got no friends!" #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tumshie Sm isn't end of and be all - need to have substance behind it <~ So
true! yfrog.com/gzwunfyjyfrog.com/hsad3mvaj
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @tumshie Trying to do social media before sociable as an org is like throwing a
party in a town where you don't have any friends.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Tumshie Wouldn't necessary use a Flickr activity again - didn't work for them
but still using feedback from it.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Hugh Wallace: Much better now at getting a handle on what people want & enabling
people to get engaged through clear access points. #C24LGR
21 Sep

69jackschofield Jack Schofield
@

@MarDixon OK! Seeing a surprising number of tweets from #c24lgr~~ most of them
yours! Keep up the good work ;-)

21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Hugh Wallace, Nat Museum Scotland "tried to establish ourselves in social media before
we'd become social organisation" wise insight #c24lgr
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
@tumshie need to be a 'social organisation' before you can really do social media
well #C24LGR
21 Sep

50MikeHyde Mike Hyde
"Trying to run a social contest if you're not a social org is like having a party in a city
where you've got no friends!" Very true #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Hugh Wallace of National Museums Scotland talking about lessons learned from small
response to too broad first Flickr project #C24LGR
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
@tumshie succeeding wonderfully in talking about failure. Gold star. #C24LGR
21 Sep

20antoinebidegain antoine bidegain
"Conversations in social media stay within their channel" #c24lgr
21 Sep

29exarc_net EXARC

RT @janefinnis: Sounds silly but major breakthrough at British Museum is change of
language from 'children' to 'kids' in navigation #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Discussion of the use of 'Kids' - it's ok! @kidsinmuseums
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
“@lydiar: Tesco turnover an extra 1.6million since making their website more
accessible #a11yLDN” < interesting for #c24lgrpeople
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Matthew Cock, British Museum - emergent strategy to ask what's your intention, what
are you actually doing and are you satisfied? #c24lgr
21 Sep

37SurrealThing Adam Gee
Enjoyed lively, illuminating talk from @matlock at #c24lgr event on measuring success
online
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Lessons from @britishmuseum = the kids are alright #C24LGR
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
Sounds silly but major breakthrough at British Museum is change of language from
'children' to 'kids' in navigation #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Rolling out site - spoon fed.
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
@Katie3059 at least, that's how I interpreted it: new audiences are people that wouldn't
go to a museum or gallery normally. #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matthew Cock: Used heat-mapping on homepage to understand how people use the
homepage & what their intentions are. #C24LGR
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
Focus your online investment - SEO drives more visits than social media. How to
Evaluate Online Success report bit.ly/qbetPi #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Heat mapping being used (woooo funky - but v productive!)yfrog.com/g04xfbzj
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
@

@dafjames impossibility of design iteration when there are 27 levels of sign-off? Hard to
be agile when so much process to wade thru #c24lgr
21 Sep

44jon_pratty Jon Pratty
#c24lgr from dConstruct 2010: brand values (cultural or otherwise) begin with how yr
users, visitors or consumers *feel* about your offer.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr New @britishmuseum webpage soon (new logo). Assessed data from audience
to decide main elements. Set trackingyfrog.com/mngkfwj
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
@Katie3059 Sure! But I think the point was to reach people that are usually not culture
consumers, like you, thus NEW audiences. #c24lgr
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
RT @audiencessw @janefinnis suggests not having sep online strategy for
engagement, but having one engagement strat #C24LGR > quite right!
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Mia Ridge chairing failing forward session. Matthew Cock of@BritishMuseum speaking
first on revised BM website: new design & logo! #C24LGR
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
'We didn't call it a redesign because it would've meant getting sign off dmfrom
stakeholders' - importance of iteration?! #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Matt from @britishmuseum yfrog.com/hsrgsrlj
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#c24lgr who new hanging out with so many failed artists could be this inspirational!

21 Sep

42audiencessw Audiences South West
@janefinnis suggests not having a separate online strategy for engagement, but having
one overall engagement strategy #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@

@lemondesign as a culture consumer, I have to disagree. Last few museum/gallery
visits driven by new discoveries online! #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @mia_out Now chairing session on gamifcation
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
"Corny but true: we really do get more out of projects form working together" @janefinnis #c24lgr
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
At the stand @janefinnis - talking about the value of social #C24LGRyfrog.com/mg43dldj
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: 5 Standardise methods of reporting online metrics to outside bodies: decide
what means something for your organisation #C24LGR
21 Sep

47MartinGBEdwards Martin Edwards
@

@MarDixon Good Morning Mar - looks like you are having and interesting time
at #c24lgr - following your updates! *passes sustaining cuppa*
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Standardise methods of reporting online metrics to external
stakeholders. What are YOUR orgs goal?
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
Need to question wether the web is really enabling you to reach new audiences: it's the
same people that find you online and off #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: 4 Question whether the web is enabling you to reach new
audiences #C24LGR
21 Sep

39emmclean Emma McLean
@janefinnis unravelling the #C24LGR report. Up
next@matthewcock, @tumshie, @jamesinealing @wshed and@designmuseum. Oh,
and me.
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr Hitwise data suggests people who like us in real world like us on the web.(but
does size of aggregate data mask smaller encounters?)
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Question whether the web is enabling you to reach new audience.
Assumption web ppl will like IRL.
21 Sep

27John_Prebble John Prebble
Remember there are lots of low-cost quick wins for optimising websites #c24lgr
21 Sep

39sniffles steph troeth
@janefinnis I would argue there is value in building brand around experience. #c24lgr
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
Everyone's talking about 'snackable' content and 'bite-sized bits'. Is it lunchtime
yet? #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: Recognise value & limits of social media:doesn't drive traffic to sites.
Conversations take place if you're not there. #C24LGR
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
Most traffic to websites from search engines, BUT no one is really investing in SEO
optimization, rather in new media" - @janefinnis #c24lgr
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
Social media don't drive traffic #c24lgr
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
Seo is old fashioned and basic, but we're not doing it! (also we need to optimize for
mobil!) @janefinnis #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr it'll be interesting to see if Twitter Analytics change our understanding of social
media as driver of traffic...
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: 2 Focus online investment: SEO, optimising for mobile. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Recognize the value, and the limits, of social media. Most
conversation in sm channel stayed in the channel.
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Doesn't matter what sector you're in, "be clear about what you are trying to do online, &
who it's for" cannot be repeated enough!!! #c24lgr
21 Sep

27John_Prebble John Prebble
Jane Finnis: digital tactics to fulfill mission; not a separate strategy #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: 5 key findings: 1 Be clear what you are trying to do online and who it is
for #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Focus online investment. SEO and mobile visits missed.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis digital strategies is very important. Shouldnt be just digital should be
overall with digital conclusive.
21 Sep

39emmclean Emma McLean
How to Evaluate Online Success: Report and recommendations
from @culture24 @janefinnis @sebchan @rl_clements bit.ly/qbetPi #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis key Findings: 'what' you are trying to do online and 'who it is for'.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
@

@jackschofield Thanks for the @culture24 #c24lgr shout out :)
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Constraints: We are not digital experts; do we have a shared goal; how do we lead;
projects come & go without legacy of atention #C24LGR
21 Sep

69jackschofield Jack Schofield
How to Evaluate Online Success: Report and recommendations
from @culture24 @janefinnis @sebchan @rl_clements bit.ly/qbetPi #C24LGR
21 Sep

22UXfiz Fiz Yazdi

JaneF #C24LGR -cultural sector should be setting out to let people snack on some
history, for example. Think about the attention you want
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@

@longbow_archer me too. It's like a manifesto for my life! #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Constraints: Challenge -What is our shared goal? What are we
trying to do? -How do we lead?
21 Sep

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
#c24lgr JF: things need 2 get real about 1) attention share (how do we build culture
brands?) 2) constraints (shared goal? how do we lead?)
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: Cultural organisations don't mostly have strong enough brands to compete:
we are stronger with shared brands & goals #C24LGR
21 Sep

33longbow_archer Johnny B
#c24lgr prepare to fail! Loving the pivot concept.
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Should culture / the 'stuff' be the brand rather than the organisation? #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr @janefinnis Constraints: funding cuts, legacy of technology (csm), politics,
procurements & spending etc
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
@

@katybeale no, but nothing deflates big museum brand ego like seeing the extent of it easy to see own world as whole world #c24lgr
21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
Jane Finnis: As an institution, we're making a transition. We weren't born digital. What's
the attention-share that we're getting? #C24LGR
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: It's very difficult for organisations born online to get attention, even more for
culture as it transforms to digital. #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Jane Finnis "attention share has got a lot to do with brand" music to my ears #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Can the brand be individual about artist rather than Institutions?
21 Sep

46sharnajackson Sharna Jackson
This RT @katybeale: @mia_out er, is that really a surprise?! #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr @janefinnis Attention share. Has a lot to do with
brand.@Tate and @britishMuseum are a brand, most aren't. Do we need it?
21 Sep

29BelgradeRay Ray Clenshaw
Jane Finnis: Cultural Orgs have a very small share of attention online. We need to be
realistic about that fact. #C24LGR
21 Sep

55katybeale Katy Beale
@

@mia_out er, is that really a surprise?! #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis Attention share - we are sharing our attention with a lot of different
sectors. yfrog.com/h4r6pmqj
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr Jane Finnis: rude awakening from Hitwise data - cultural websites do not
dominate the web - time to get real about that reality.
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Cultural websites don't dominate the web... Porn, news, games etc. have the attention
share #C24LGR
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
Culture is a small player in terms of online attention share -@janefinnis #C24LGR
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Jane Finnis: who cares? We need to be real about the attention share we are getting
online. Cultural sites do not dominate the web! #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @janefinnis speaking now. 'Who cares?' who are the ppl, why are they coming
to us? Why do we care?
21 Sep

35emmajaneparsons Emma Parsons
Great to follow feed from #C24LGR on digital, thanks tweeters
21 Sep

55katybeale Katy Beale
Research report on measuring digital engagement #c24lgr out
now:http://ow.ly/6Apo6 via @IvanAllAbout
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
@

@IvanAllAbout @aboutaudiences Lots of great content
already #c24lgr and @wshed make a good brew too
21 Sep

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
Coffee break at #c24lgr so quick hashtag hop across to check latest
on @aboutaudiences #aaafundraising seminar
21 Sep

31IvanAllAbout IvanAllAbout
Research report on measuring digital engagement for #C24LGR out
now: http://ow.ly/6Apo6 Useful reading esp for @aboutaudiencesForum in Oct.
21 Sep

34dish_2011 dish_2011
May we present our new opening keynote speaker: Katherine
Watson dish2011.nl/news/dish2011-… #dish2011 #c24lgr
21 Sep

31IvanAllAbout IvanAllAbout
And Let's Get Real @wshed Bristol #C24LGR. @socialbedia in attendance
for @aboutaudiences
21 Sep

56wshed Watershed
We hope everyone at #C24LGR enjoyed the party/food last night! You can read more
about the @PMStudioUK projects herebit.ly/nnpuZa
21 Sep

36Lena214 Lena Zimmer
#c24lgr excellent keynotes by @tomux and @matlock
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
@

@KtAndersonBlogs Struggling to keep up... the battle for my attention being stretched
across two screens #c24lgr
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
And in the coffebreak taking care of the @dish_2011 social media accounts. #c24lgr
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith

Seconded. Feel like I've learned some new things! RT @CJF2Amazing presentation
from @Matlock and @storythings #C24LGR
21 Sep

45rosieclarke Rosie Clarke
People at #c24lgr, look at the delegate list: who'd you like to meet? I know what most
people look like - come find me & I'll introduce you!
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: Lean startups mean you can pivot, to adapt to where your users take
you #C24LGR
21 Sep

35CJF2 Curtis Fulcher
Amazing presentation from @Matlock and @storythings #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Pivot = when the product you thought you'd designed is used differently by
audiences @Storythings #c24lgr
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#c24lgr Q&A champion the user. Ask difficult questions. If you don't others will and the
might not be as nice about it!
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Tom Uglow: Google+ live streaming hang-ups are looking really popular. The product is
emerging with its users' behaviour. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux What is successful is not what they expected (ala Flickr). Hangouts
seems to be taking off really well. Pivot phase.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Tom Uglow: Google+ open launch yesterday. It's a bit like going to the pub & then going
outside to have a conversation. #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @tomux re product design: 'if we don't ask these questions, someone slightly
less nice outside will ask' so have courage to question
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Q&A First question to @tomux re: GooglePlus. Internally using it for over a year.
Opened it yesterday.
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@storythings Find the audience feedback loop that works for you. What's the best
feedback mechanism for online culture? #c24lgr
21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
Matt Locke says: We need to design for new attention patterns. The feedback loop
defines the story. #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia

#c24lgr @matlock 'Find the feedback loop that works for you' - suspect that's a theme
that will emerge in one session of Nov's #ukmw11
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
'Find the feedback loop that works for you. The feedback loop defines the
story.' #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock The feedback loop defines the story.
21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
Patterns in attention. How to we measure the bits of people's lives that they're giving up
of their lives? Matt locke speaking at #C24LGR
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Feedback loops mean we are back in the crowd #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock Design for the new attention patterns . What are you going to do to
drive your pattern? What content designing for?
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @matlock on attention and snackable content - as@tumshie said
at #museumnext
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: Companies now making feedback into content for shows. We've always had
feedback loops but look at patterns of attention #C24LGR
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#c24lgr @mattocke discussing how event related games remain popular after the event.
< does this create project longevity? Increase impact?
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Fascinating > patterns of attention vary according to genre - live/cult drama/campaigns all v different @Storythings #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock Nothing will ever be simple again
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: Google Insights is a really useful tool for assessing patterns of attention
about your digital content. #C24LGR
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
There is a need to have a structured and organic plan #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock Gamification on game called 1066. Google insight - tool to see Hiw
ppl are talking about your content.
21 Sep

29BelgradeRay Ray Clenshaw
Seems nobody's really using Google Insights effectively #C24LGR
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@matlock Patterns of attention around different types of content #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: You need both a structured plan & an organic plan for when things happen
you don't expect! #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @matlock key skill now is how you cope with both structured and organic plans relates to @tomux 's emergent strategy - theme?
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock How to deal with structure and organic plans? Some success is never
measured and complete shock. Are you prepared?
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @matlock People are curating their attention (avoiding spoilers) and saving it up
so can immerse themselves in rich TV experience
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr @Matlock Tweeting around drama different pattern then live shows (ppl too
busy watching drama to tweet).
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
@

@mia_out indeed! #C24lgr
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
@

@thesherrin also 'what's the ask, why would someone spend precious time on this
context/experience' - if can't answer, don't do? #c24lgr
21 Sep

27John_Prebble John Prebble
TV live linking with its competitors in the living room ie social media #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock Million Pound Drop day 24 game was live for first time. Behaviours
and cheating via second screens (crashes sites).
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
"Tv is going to be more and more about synchronous live attention" Matt
Locke @Storythings #c24lgr
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
Combine social media or a live online game with a live tv (game show) and you got a
new fenomenon: synchronized attention. Matt Lock #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: 60% of people watch TV with a second screen to hand (laptop, etc); 80% of
young people. TV competes for live attention. #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock Million Pound Drop: synchronic live attention is v important. Tv
broadcast to 20 million at once w/ social media enhancing
21 Sep

42audiencessw Audiences South West
Matt Locke asks whether you are aware of your audiences pattern of
attention? #C24LGR
21 Sep

62Annemcx Anne McCrossan
RT @Katie3059: "patterns of attention starting to emerge"@Storythings #c24lgr
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
@

@dannybirchall and it's a relief to see gamification as pointsification knocked on the
head as soon as it's mentioned at #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @Matlock Talking patterns. Measure of attention. '7 day' TV show.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: We need to measure patterns of attention. BARB just measures people
walking into a room, not attention. #C24LGR
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@matlock Measuring audience attention is messy. It will not get easier #c24lgr
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
"patterns of attention starting to emerge" @Storythings #c24lgr
21 Sep

44cogapp Cogapp
Today Cogapp's Gavin + @Katie3059 are in Bristol for #c24lgr - you can chat to Gavin
via his Talk Table this afternoon: bit.ly/oJWB4j
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @matlock what is the ask you're making of your audience? People wildly
overestimate the time people will give to your project.
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Measuring attention is always going to be messy #C24LGR
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: Convergence to one box to watch media, which can measure attention, not
going to happen: going to stay messy from now #C24LGR
21 Sep

35libshari Sharon E. Crossan
Today I am mainly following Culture24 Lets Get Real #C24LGR & EDINA/Edinburgh
Beltane Social Media & Academia Panel Session & Surgery#socac
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
I <3 Bogost RT @mia_out: #c24lgr @matlock mentions @ibogost 's Cow Clicker re the
downside of gamification and points
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
@

@wietskevdheuvel @lottebelice ah, check out het report van #c24lgrall about measuring
Google Analytics! ik stuur m even door!
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Matt Locke Cow Clicker - reducing audience to just a click (for a cow) ala
Facebook farmville. Was trying to make a point.
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @matlock mentions @ibogost 's Cow Clicker re the downside of gamification
and points
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
Is it feedback on his audiences that has made Richard Curtis's films so bloody
awful? #c24lgr
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
"Live twitter feedback starting to influence the way we make tv"@Storythings #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr Matt Locke Twitter is powerful tool for storytellers/tv. In 2007 no one really took
noticed but now majority know how to follow tag.
21 Sep

42amyclarke_uk Amy Clarke
Would anyone at #c24lgr today be willing to wrtie a summary blog post for the Cultural
Tweeters blog?
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke: Feedback=cheating. Once claqueurs used to be hired to sit in audiences &
clap, laugh, etc. to cheat metrics of the time #C24LGR
21 Sep

55katybeale Katy Beale
Dipping in and out of the Culture 24 conf twitter stream :: very interesting people
like @tomux and @matlock speaking >> #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Matt Locke Theatre and opera houses used to hire claquers to help guide the
audience when to clap. #interesting
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Matt Locke of Storythings. Obsessed with attention: a scarce resource. Audiences now
conscious about how they curate their attention #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Matt Locke Measured attention: applause, charts, ratings, points, patterns
(where we are right now)
21 Sep

40DiosaUK Fay MacDonald
RT via @cogapp's @Katie3059 "not knowing what you're not allowed to do is incredibly
productive & creative" @tomux #c24lgrevent in Bristol
21 Sep

22UXfiz Fiz Yazdi
Matt Locke #C24LGR says remember attention is a scarce thing. But its what we're all
after!
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Matt Locke feedback = money, art, cheating
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @matlock - attention is a scarce resource now. Audiences have started to be
more conscious about how they curate their attention.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Matt Locke Attention - name of the game. Art of measuring attention via
feedback.
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@tomux How do we scale brilliant engagement with culture at the one-to-one level to
reach large audiences online? #c24lgr
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith

"When we talk about metrics, what we really means is attention" Matt
Locke @Storythings #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr Matt Locke, Storythings A brief history of attention and
audience yfrog.com/kfernvej
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
Matt Locke from @Storythings: Attention is a scarce resource now. #c24lgr
21 Sep

42audiencessw Audiences South West
Tom Uglow also says "know your audience through data to write a plan to 'talk' to
them. #C24LGR
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
@tomux The C word = Copyright. Museums need to lead changes in the way that
content is used online #c24lgr
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
There is a theme here... Failed artists anonymous #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Matt Locke from @Storythings up now #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service

Tom Uglow: You need to look over the edge of the cliff. Not knowing what you're not
allowed to do's incredibly creative & productive #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
"not knowing what you're not allowed to do is incredibly productive and
creative" @tomux #c24lgr
21 Sep

58m1ke_ellis Mike Ellis
@

@janefinnis personally, I've renamed it Copywrong #c24lgr
21 Sep

27John_Prebble John Prebble
Tom Uglow: breadth of consultancy at #c24lgr is fantastic.
21 Sep

46jamesinealing James Morley
Two F words from Google's @tomux - Fail and Fun. Both are good. #c24lgr
21 Sep

36digitallison Allison Fan
Be collaborative - let you users comment, create and curate and let them do what they
want to do. #c24lgr
21 Sep

480bo5_fr satko
Following #c24lgr conference about culture organization and online strategy now.
21 Sep

43socialBedia B Hunter
Getting real... #C24LGR yfrog.com/h8b4gfij

21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux : the c word Copyright.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Tom Uglow: Filter things & put yourself in user's shoes, e.g. people aren't interested in
Home Pages though we're obsessed with them #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @tomux Amit from GAP: learn to fail, then learn from failure. The only true
failure is not to learn from things that didn't work.
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @tomux If you have niche content, that's a golden spot for the internet celebrate that, yet don't expect to be more than that.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux ::would you read this. Put yourself in your user's shoes. No one goes to
home page, metrics show they go via search engine.
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
@

@MarDixon not sure it ever was! #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux Be engaged and be involved in the community.

21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
We cant rely on build it and they will come. How do they find what you've
built? #C24LGR
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#C24LGR 'you don't have to build a £200,000 website to do something
spectacular' @tomux <totally agree wish more people said/recognised this
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Tom Uglow: Build it & they will come isn't usually true any more. Most important is to be
part of the community & be energetic. #C24LGR
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
@

@mia_out but aren't google backing away from actual experimentation as they bin
Labs? #c24lgr
21 Sep

31j0hncoburn John Coburn
Analysing web stats in Wallsend, wishing I was at #c24lgr.
21 Sep

26dafjames Dafydd James
'build it and they will come - this isn't true anymore' @tomux #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr @tomux :: how to use digital. Don't always need to know answers, start with
who, what, how many questions. Identify audience first.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux ::build it and the will come - this isn't true anymore.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux Great breakdown on questions to askyfrog.com/kebisufwj
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
Look at ratio of staff to online visitors vs staff to physical visitors - nice way to put the
case for investment in digital @tomux #c24lgr
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
@

@dannybirchall use of street view as navigation an odd choice (IMO) but can forgive
omissions as was a first go - iterate, innit #c24lgr
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
"We often forget who we talk to. Put the user first." #c24lgr
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
@

@mia_out it's lame even for art online. Unnecessarily structured by physical space,
blighted by omissions. #c24lgr
21 Sep

42audiencessw Audiences South West
Tom Uglow from google discusses how ammo for culture comes in the form of data. We
couldn't have said it better ourselves #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @tomux - What's the purpose of your org? Your website? In a line, what's it for?
[A question we're asking at #mcn2011 !]
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Tom Uglow: When Google try to do things on their own they normally fall flat; working
together is what it's about #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux :make a model Integrating GoogleEarth to let you go into Prada. Was
built as practice model. Side-project that was built on.
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
@dannybirchall IMO that's because Google Art Project isn't about museums online, it's
about art online - museums just the source #c24lgr
21 Sep

44marthasadie Martha Henson
Up at 5am for a conference on online evaluation. Surprisingly ok about this.
Follow #c24lgr if interested.
21 Sep

38margelicious Marge Ainsley
#c24lgr @tomux : Make models. Start small. Think big.
21 Sep

35CJF2 Curtis Fulcher
What is the purpose of our organisation vs the purpose of the website- do they
match? #c24lgr
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux Size of number w/ Google analytic Mean nothing without a knowing
what you're trying to achieve. Value data.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Tom Uglow: Larry Page says If you think of huge ideas, falling short is still really good.
Make models, start small & think big. #C24LGR
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @tomux - how to get museums to step up to digital world? Don't just talk about it
- make models, start small, think big.
21 Sep

44marthasadie Martha Henson
Re: online RT @janefinnis: #c24lgr missing the right numbers? Do experiments to find
them. That's what they do in science.
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#c24lgr google art project started with a vision. someone in Spain did a project with a
digital agency & prado. Captured gooles imagination.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar

#c24lgr @tomux If you aim for the moon and only get half way that is still impressive
(Love this statement).
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
It may have worked for Google, but I still think Art Project is a conceptual setback for
museums online. #c24lgr
21 Sep

25rl_clements Rachel Clements
Sell your ideas: make models and posters to test and communicate your vision #c24lgr
21 Sep

50dannybirchall Danny Birchall
At #c24lgr @tomux is talking about Google Art Project. Prado was the practice model,
enough to engender interest
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux Kids think Internet has always been there/ know digital.Will Google
before looking at books.
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
The generation after us believes the internet has always existed. Kids think the internet
is 100 or 1000 years old... #c24lgr
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#c24lgr new generation see digital as their birth rgt! <true but also quiet scary for many
non digital museum staff
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
The post-digital culture is here? Digital so ubiquitous we don't even think about
it. @tomux #c24lgr
21 Sep

35nicoleebeale Nicole Beale (Smith)
Tom uglow of Google creative lab- "we're in a post-digital culture" #C24LGR ooo...
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
#c24lgr @tomux - digital has to move up the agenda in the culture sector; digital strategy
is not a bolt-on practice. (How to move it up?)
21 Sep

28AnraKennedy Anra Kennedy
Tom Uglow "if you can prove it with numbers you can do it... Or do it first then prove it w
numbers... They're incredibly powerful" #C24LGR
21 Sep

47janefinnis Jane Finnis
#c24lgr missing the right numbers? Do experiments to find them. That's what they do in
science.
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux Post digital culture. Pass exciting stage - daily doing emails, FB, read
online, watch iPlayer etc & not amazed anymore.
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service
Tom Uglow: Digital has to move up the agenda and be one of the key drivers, along with
programming, etc. Digital is everywhere #C24LGR
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
If you can prove it with numbers you can do it. If you can’t but are passinate enough
then you do it & prove it with numbers after. #c24lgr
21 Sep

55mia_out Mia
Failing forward is AKA iteration, emergent strategy; the culture sector has to find ways to
engage using digital tools - @tomux at #c24lgr
21 Sep

50OonaghTweets Oonagh Murphy
#c24lgr 1st speaker is @tomux creative lead at google. Talking about moving beyond
'digital' strategy to embedding digital across orgs
21 Sep

35CJF2 Curtis Fulcher
Passion is a form of proving #C24LGR
21 Sep

72MarDixon Mar
#c24lgr @tomux ::digital Is everywhere We need to move digital up the list. Need to out
numbers on it (top level wants #'s).
21 Sep

33pgreenhalgh Paul Greenhalgh
"Digital strategy is an essential part of everything we do, not a bolt on." Tom
Uglow #c24lgr
21 Sep

51PooleMuseum Poole Museum Service

Tom Uglow: Digital is not a bolt-on tactic; it's not a DIgital Strategy, it is THE Strategy.
Culture has yet to fully adopt Digital #C24LGR
21 Sep

54Katie3059 Katie Smith
"A dignified path to a digitally immersive culture sector - fail quietly, fail often" I like
that! @tomux at #c24lgr
21 Sep

42lemondesign LEchner MONika
#c24lgr: Tom Uglow: "The art of failure, the value of failure or much nicely called:
iteration."

